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ANNUNCIATOR PANEL 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

16 CHANNEL ALARM PANEL 
 

Callmaster Annunciator Panel for 4, 8, or 16 alarm indications.   The light display is a 
modular light cabinet with individual widows sized 1¾” x 3½“.  Each window is 
illuminated by two lamps for increased reliability and uniform light distribution.   Each 
alarm is configured and programmed into a Master Logic Controller (see Bulletin E2).  
On alarm the indicator light goes steady, and any remote lights or horns are activated.  
When the alarm is acknowledged the remote devices go off, and the panel indicator 
flashes until the alarm clears.  A lamp test and alarm silencer switch is also provided. 
 
    
16 Alarm Annunciator Panel, engraved light panel, programmed Master Logic 
Controller, output relays for remote alarm light and horn.  Furnished with lightning 
protection and control breaker.  Nema 12 enclosure 24” x 30” x 8”.  UL508A Listed 
Control Panel. 
 
Complete Panel wired and tested.                         
 
 
Call for a custom quote for your specific requirements. 
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ALARM MONITORING SYSTEM 
 
 

 
 

FEATURES 
 
Monitors power, temperature, and other important conditions like pump failure, high or 
low tank level alarms.  Automatically contacts you if unsafe or failure conditions occur.  
Allows you to contact your system from any telephone to receive status reports or listen 
to on-site sounds.  The system communicates in simple voice-synthesized English.  
Battery backup is provided on all Master Level Control systems. 
 
MODEL DL-400 DIALER 
 
Provides 4 monitored conditions, temperature, and 3 user selectable inputs.  Monitors 
sound and automatic AC power failure sensing.  Dials up to 4 numbers, with up to 32 
digits each.  Continues dialing numbers in sequence, until acknowledged.  
Programmable intelligent dial out to beepers and pagers.  Requires (6) 1.5 volt “C” cell 
batteries.  Price installed and wired in a Master Level Control Panel.        
 
MODEL DL-800 DIALER 
 
Provides 8 monitored conditions, temperature, and 7 user selectable inputs.  Monitors 
sound and automatic AC power failure sensing.  Dials up to 8 numbers, with up to 32 
digits each.  Continues dialing numbers in sequence, until acknowledged.  
Programmable intelligent dial out to beepers and pagers.  Requires (6) 1.5 volt “C” cell 
batteries.  Price installed and wired in a Master Level Control Panel.          




